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Emerald View Park

Artist Bios - Ali Rufrano-Ruffner and Gwen Sadler

Artist Ali Rufrano-Ruffner is a queer Pittsburgh native and Pennsylvania-based artist and cultural worker
whose projects are dedicated to a culture of revolution. They have a BFA from the University of Delaware
with a concentration in sculpture, a BS from the University of Delaware in Gender Studies, and are
currently a Masters of Art Education and Community Arts candidate at Tyler School of Art + Architecture.
They work across sculpture, installation, performance, video, photography, movement, street art, and
fashion. Ali loves everything about Pennsylvania and about people -- everything they make is for this
place. Their art focuses on radically imagining worlds where we can really, really care about each other.
Behind the scenes of their extensive catalog of work is the work of endlessly gathering collaborators and
bringing people into the magical world that is community arts. Ali believes in the hyper-local and
highlights their continued care and commitment to the culture and people of Pittsburgh by dedicated
lots of pre-planning time to working with local Pittsburgh teenage artists (students at Brashear Public
High School) in order to champion their ideas, decisions, and permanently represent their existence in
the hillside of Pittsburgh. Ali believes that in order to fully know a place, you have to have built
connections across a place - by living there, working there, spending time sitting in the parks you wish to
put art in, and most importantly - creating a space for other people (especially young people) to get their
voices heard. Ali’s work’s intention is to uphold, expose, and respond with joy to a certain culture of a
place -- in this case the neighborhoods surrounding Emerald View Park. Connection and community are
aspects of survival right now more than ever. Parks are a space where neighbors can meet, talk, kickback,
explore, share, and love. We must build things that are not just “art for arts sake”, but art that keeps
neighbors connected. Art that includes people. Art that makes people who sometimes sit on the margins
feel seen and heard.

Artist Gwen Sadler in alumna of Alloy Pittsburgh and a regular contributor to Rivers of Steel’s Metal Arts
program, Gwen’s creative drive and dedication to her craft shines a bright light on the community of
Munhall, Pennsylvania. You can check out her artwork in the School House Studios on Ravine Street, or
watch her cast molten iron with Rivers of Steel during the Festival of Combustion and other events
throughout the Mon Valley Creative Corridor. For the last few years, post BFA from Carnegie Mellon
University, Gwen has primarily been making cast metal sculpture that deals with the post-industrial
landscape and the body. At the heart of her practice lies a scavenger impulse, interest in the cycles of
materials through social meaning, and a love for molten metal. When she poured iron for the first time
at the Carrie Furnaces, little did she know how profoundly it would impact my life and artistic pursuits. I
fell in love with the casting process, the region’s industrial history, the transmutation of objects and ideas
through changing states of matter, and fire. Metal work is laborious, dangerous, hard, hot work, that is
not for the timid of heart. The community that flocks to the flame are some of the most loving and
talented people she has known in life. Finding the friends and mentors that challenge and inspire you to
keep creating is part of the artistic path. The alchemical process is both material and spiritual. She has
been a part of the Rivers of Steel Metal Arts program since its infancy, about 6 years now—casting
sculpture, performing, building tools of the trade, traveling the region, teaching, and learning while
sharing this amazing process with people from all walks of life.



Project Narrative - Monument to Pittsburgh Youth

Since our conceptual review with the Art Commission last, we have spent the last three months
1. Reviewing notes from our original meetings with the students at Brashear High School

and incorporating them into our final design
2. Presenting at Mt. Washington RCO Community Development meeting
3. Meeting with Aubrey Thompson from the Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy to do a site visit

& discussion
4. Reviewing notes and feedback from the conceptual review Art Commission meeting and

incorporating it into our final design
5. Meeting with multiple foundries to discuss casting of hands and powder coating finish
6. Contracting with Nico at Bella Concrete & Masonry LLC to plan for concrete footer,

creating a social space, conduct multiple design reviews
7. Got our location review conducted, approved, and supported by the Department of

Public Works; Department of Mobility and Infrastructure; Citiparks; Zoning; ADA
Coordinator; Department of Permits, Licenses, and Inspections; Law; Public Safety, and
Pittsburgh Parks Conservancy

8. Planned wrap-up activities with students at Brashear High School to complete and sign
the sculpture, as well as vote on colors for the sculpture itself and pedestal designs

9. Working with Tony & Sarah on another site visit to discuss footprint with the City

These final steps were important in working towards actualizing this Monument to Pittsburgh
Youth. The design changed in a few ways since the conceptual review to include 1) a larger
concrete footprint to account for ADA concerns as well as signed student tiles laid into the base
of the sculpture, 2) the change from a slightly more organic ‘arch’ of hands to now a more
colorful, podium-style display that includes bright, rainbow coloration 3) a clear delineation of a
direct space to sit.

The larger concrete footer (maximum 20’x20’)  was developed in work with Bella Concrete &
Masonry LLC as well as Aubrey Thompson. On our site visit with Aubrey, she discussed the
location currently is a spot for many conservation efforts, and the potential for this sculpture to
not only be a ‘one-off’ work of art, but an actual place of use by the community. There are
currently no sitting or resting sites along the trailhead at all. She also displayed interest in the
site to be a potential “Outdoor Classroom” space for astrology classes, local schools, or
community groups. In order to make this happen, the footprint had to be a bit larger to
accommodate for it’s possible use. Additionally, Nico from Bella Concrete & Masonry LLC
addressed concerns of frost heave, weight bearing of the sculpture itself, and design into the
hill. His professional opinion was that if we expanded the footprint to be a bit larger, it would be
less likely to crack or need maintenance since there wouldn’t be as much strain in any one area.
The addition of the ‘signed’ student tiles was developed by the art teacher at Brashear High
School, myself, and the students. In discussions of naming the piece and a plaque of sorts, we
decided that since every student's hand was going to be included - each of their names should
be included as well. This will also be a sort of graffiti ‘pre-tagging’ effect so that the concrete
base is less likely to be tagged if it already has work on it.



The cloudlike podium style display of the hands came directly in work with the students at
Brashear High School themselves as well as feedback from the art commission conceptual
review. The art commission feedback was to make sure that the hands were low to the ground
so that visitors could interact with them. They also discussed not being so high in the air as to
distract or obstruct the view of the city and trees to maintain an urban oasis. In showing the
students the original conceptual design, the unanimous decision was that they wanted it to be
more colorful. Additionally, we discussed the “Expanding the Pedestal” page from the
Monument Lab Field Trip work we did. World-renowned artist and mentor Karyn Olivier says
“Monuments are about people- they’re about humanity, or they should be. They should reflect
our humanity & humbleness, the complexity of what it means to be human.” I was able to work
directly with Karyn to develop these rainbow colored pedestals that are similar to traditional
monument pedestals in that they act as the base to uplift the students hands on top, create the
idea of a lifted and powerful display, but slightly turn this tradition on its head by including
multiple people (aka) hands on each one to show community, as well as make the colors direct,
youthful, vibrant, and contemporary. Additionally, the podiums themselves circle back around
to match the shape and size of the boulders in the design. From a practical standpoint, this style
of build will be much more secure and maintainable then the previous style of build because
the hands can be tapped directly into the steel plate without any concern of removal or falling.

The last major design change comes from the addition of a bench. This design change was
informed by the students at Brashear High School and the research done by the William Penn
Foundations work on circuit trails justice, equity, diversity and inclusion. One of the most
common discussions held by the students was that they “didn’t understand art that you just
stood and looked at.” In discussing one of the other sculptures in the park, they mentioned how
they didn't understand why it was taking up greenspace that could be used to sit, picnic,
hangout, etc. and instead just stood there. As we were to identify ways to maximize our impact
with this piece, we looked to research and data analyses to inform our approach of how to
make it both inclusive to the students' concerns about stagnant art, as well as inclusive to the
community at large. Trail research shows that in order to make more inclusive trails, we need to
invest in infrastructure. It felt incredibly important to activate our art piece in this way in order
to follow what folx wished for, which was “developing a place to gather and relax.” Numerous
people asked for amenities that would allow them to gather with family and friends, entertain
their children, or just sit and read a book or enjoy nature. These could include places to picnic
and barbecue, playgrounds, benches and other places to sit. The inclusion of a bench allows for
this, as well as folx with varying disabilities, elderly, parents, etc. to have a space to rest along
the trail as well.

Additionally, this research showed that people wanted creative greening by the idea of
“Building An Urban Oasis”. Residents said they “wanted trails that provide a respite from the
urban environment. They want a creatively designed trail that offers glimpses of water, the
sound of birds, splashes of color. Residents hope for accessible places where they can dip out of
their normal world and dip into a peaceful, green environment, even if only for a short time.”.
We truly believe that this final design does exactly that - both building a Monument to
Pittsburgh Youth - as well as building an urban oasis for the community.



Project Budget and Material Specifications

INCOME - RADical ImPAct Art in Parks Grant

PART I EXPENSES PAID – May 2020 – September 2021

Lead Artist Fee $5,000.00

Paid to Ali Ruffner for work from May 2020-September 2021

Liability Insurance $992.50

COI Erie Insurance Services & Auto Insurances for Site - Paid to the City of

Pittsburgh August 2021

Materials $2,903.66

Student Materials - Compleat Sculptor Invoice – thick craft wire, buckets,

microcrystalline wax, alginate, sprew & vent wax, soldering iron

Part I Total $8,896.16

PART II EXPENSES DUE

Lead Artist Fee $8,000

Ali Ruffner - Confirmed Salary (20% of total budget)

Supporting Artist Fee $8,000

Gwen Sadler - Confirmed Salary (20% of total budget)

Travel $1,900

Philadelphia <> Pittsburgh ($75 round trip tolls, $35 gas each way x 20

trips)

Part II Total $17,900

Part III FABRICATION BUDGET

Concrete Estimate max 20'x20' organic shape $3,650

Nico at Bella Concrete & Masonry LLC 412-961-4894

Independence Casting Estimate $6,000

per 60 hands

Tyler Casting Estimate $0

per 25 hands

Concrete for Bench + Iron Substrate + Transport $550



4.25” x 4.25” Unglazed Earthenware Tile - 100 4x4 Tiles per case $118.00

(each) Price $1.18, Per Case (100) $118.00;

https://www.dogwoodceramics.com/product/unglazed-ceramic-bisque-tile

s.htm

Spectrum Superwriters $205.20

http://www.clay-king.com/glaze/spectrumsuperwriters.htm

Rainbow Iridescent Glass & Porcelain (estimate) $250.00

Lighting (estimate) $200.95

EarthTech High Output Solar Spot Lights with stakes (4) surrounding

https://www.earthtechproducts.com/4-piece-residential-warm-white-led-s

olar-kit.html

Steel for bases $0.00

Sheet Metal for hand bases $0.00

Powder Coat for hands $383.32

https://www.prismaticpowders.com/shop/powder-coating-colors/PPB-233

1/candy-gold

Powder Coating for “Pedestals” $1,700.00

Misc. Materials – rit dye, gloves, truck rental for moving hand pieces,

grout, sealant) $200.00

Part III Total $13,257

Part I $8,896.16

Part II $17,900

Part III $13,257

Grand Total $40,053.63

https://www.dogwoodceramics.com/product/unglazed-ceramic-bisque-tiles.htm
https://www.dogwoodceramics.com/product/unglazed-ceramic-bisque-tiles.htm
https://www.dogwoodceramics.com/product/unglazed-ceramic-bisque-tiles.htm
http://www.clay-king.com/glaze/spectrumsuperwriters.htm
https://www.earthtechproducts.com/4-piece-residential-warm-white-led-solar-kit.html
https://www.earthtechproducts.com/4-piece-residential-warm-white-led-solar-kit.html
https://www.prismaticpowders.com/shop/powder-coating-colors/PPB-2331/candy-gold
https://www.prismaticpowders.com/shop/powder-coating-colors/PPB-2331/candy-gold


Material Specifications Continued - Footprint Sizing

Total Concrete Footprint No larger then 20’ L x 20’ W x 4” D (organic shape)

Bench 172" L x 21" W x 31.25" H

Pedestals (x5) 3’ W x 2.5’-5’ (varying heights)

Steel Plates .25”

Hands (approx. 100) 3”-6” W x 3-9” H

Tiles (approx. 100) 4” L x 4” H x .25” D

Boulders (x4) approx. 2’-3’ L x 2’-3’ W x 1’ D



Image Explanation List 
 

1. Applicable “refresher” image from conceptual review  
2. Final Design Render – Architectural Render In Space (Color) 
3. Final Design Render – Architectural Render In Space (B&W) 
4. Final Design Render – Architectural Render In Space (Birds Eye View – Orientation 

1) 
5. Final Design Render – Architectural Render In Space (Birds Eye View – Orientation 

Option 2, 180 degrees difference) 
6. Final Design Render – Architectural Render In Space (Birds Eye View –with Sizing) 
7. Final Design Render – Inside Frames of Pedestals + 3D Renders of Hands 
8. Final Design Render – Detail of Pedestals + Powder Colorway 
9. Final Design Render – Detail of Bench & Glass Colorway  
10. Final Design Render – Detail of Pedestal Building 
11. Final Design Render – Student Tile Concept 
12. Final proposed location image 
13. Final proposed location image 
14. Final proposed location map image 
 

 
 






























